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Abstract. Over the years, 2D GANs have achieved great successes in
photorealistic portrait generation. However, they lack 3D understanding
in the generation process, thus they suffer from multi-view inconsistency
problem. To alleviate the issue, many 3D-aware GANs have been proposed and shown notable results, but 3D GANs struggle with editing
semantic attributes. The controllability and interpretability of 3D GANs
have not been much explored. In this work, we propose two solutions to
overcome these weaknesses of 2D GANs and 3D-aware GANs. We first
introduce a novel 3D-aware GAN, SURF-GAN, which is capable of discovering semantic attributes during training and controlling them in an
unsupervised manner. After that, we inject the prior of SURF-GAN into
StyleGAN to obtain a high-fidelity 3D-controllable generator. Unlike existing latent-based methods allowing implicit pose control, the proposed
3D-controllable StyleGAN enables explicit pose control over portrait generation. This distillation allows direct compatibility between 3D control
and many StyleGAN-based techniques (e.g., inversion and stylization),
and also brings an advantage in terms of computational resources. Our
codes are available at https://github.com/jgkwak95/SURF-GAN.
Keywords: 3D-aware portrait generation, pose-disentangled GAN, facial image editing, novel view synthesis, latent manipulation
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Introduction

Since the advent of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [15], remarkable
progress has been made in the field of photorealistic image generation. The quality and diversity of images generated by 2D GANs have been improved considerably and recent models [25,6,28,29,27] can produce high resolution images at
a level that humans cannot distinguish. Despite the expressiveness of 2D GANs,
they lack 3D understanding, in that the underlying 3D geometry of an object is
ignored in the generation process. As a result, they suffer the problem of multiview inconsistency. To overcome the issue, many researchers have studied 3D
controllable image synthesis and it has become one of the mainstream research
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Fig. 1: (Left): Proposed novel 3D-aware GAN (SURF-GAN) which is capable
of attribute-controllable generation as well as 3D-aware synthesis. (Right): 3Dcontrollable StyleGAN obtained by distilling the prior of SURF-GAN into 2D GAN.

in the community. There have been several attempts to learn 3D pose information with 2D GAN by disentangling pose in the latent space, but they require
auxiliary 3D supervision such as synthetic face dataset [30] or 3DMM [12,58,57].
In addition, a few unsupervised approaches have been proposed by adopting implicit 3D feature [37,38] or differentiable renderer [52,42] in generation. However,
these methods have struggled with multi-view consistency and photorealism.
Since the introduction of neural radiance fields (NeRF) by Mildenhall et
al. [36] which has achieved notable success in novel view synthesis, a new paradigm
has emerged in 3D-aware generation, called 3D-aware GAN. Several researchers
have proposed 3D-aware generative frameworks [49,39,8,66,16,13,60] by leveraging NeRF as a 3D representation in GAN generator. NeRF-GANs learn 3D
geometry from unlabelled images yet allow accurate and explicit control of 3D
camera based on a volume rendering. Despite the obvious advantages, 3D GANs
based on a pure NeRF network require tremendous computational resources and
generate blurry images. Very recently, several approaches have alleviated the
problems and have shown photorealistic output with high resolution by incorporating rear-end 2D networks [66,16,7,13,60]. However 3D GANs have difficulty
with attribute-controllable generation or real image editing because their latent
space has been rarely investigated for interpretable generation (Fig. 2).
In summary, these two distinct approaches have strengths and weaknesses
that are complementary: 3D-aware GAN can generate novel poses but it has
trouble with disentangling and manipulating attributes; 2D GAN is capable of
controlling attributes but it struggles with 3D controllability. In this work, we
propose novel solutions to overcome each weakness of 2D GANs and 3D GANs.
First, we propose a novel 3D-aware GAN, i.e., SURF-GAN, which can discover semantic attributes by learning layer-wise SUbspace in INR-based NeRF
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Fig. 2: Results of attribute manipulation when applying SeFa [51] utilized for 2D GANs
to a 3D-aware GAN [8] (left). The captured attributes are entangled or not meaningful.
In contrast, SURF-GAN can captures disentangled and semantic attributes (right).

network in an unsupervised manner. The discovered semantic vectors can be controlled by corresponding parameters, thus this property allows us to manipulate
semantic attributes (e.g., gender, hair color, etc.) as well as explicit pose.
With the proposed SURF-GAN, we take one more step to transform StyleGAN into a 3D-controllable generator. We inject the prior of 3D-aware SURFGAN into the expressive and disentangled latent space of 2D StyleGAN. Unlike
the previous methods [50,17,51] that allows implicit pose control, we make StyleGAN enable explicit control over pose. It means that the generator is capable
of synthesizing accurate images based on a conditioned target view. By utilizing SURF-GAN which consists of pure NeRF layers as a generator of pseudo
multi-view images, the transformed StyleGAN can learn elaborate control over
3D camera pose with latent manipulation. To this end, we proposed a method
to find several orthogonal directions (not a single) related to the same pose attribute, and explicit control over the pose is accomplished by a combination of
these directions. With a GAN inversion encoder, 3D controllable StyleGAN can
be extended to the task of novel pose synthesis from a real image.
In addition to 3D perception, we also inject the controllability about semantic attributes that SURF-GAN finds. We can find more pose-robust latent path
in the latent space of StyleGAN because SURF-GAN can manipulate a specific
semantic while keeping view direction unchanged. Moreover, it allows further
applications related to StyleGAN family, e.g., 3D control over stylized images
generated by fine-tuned StyleGAN. It is notable that our approach neither requires 3D supervision nor exploits auxiliary off-the-shelf 3D models (e.g., 3DMM
or pose detector) in both training and inference because SURF-GAN learns 3D
geometry from unlabelled 2D images from scratch.
In summary, our contributions are as follow:
– We propose a novel 3D-aware GAN, called SURF-GAN, which can discover
controllable semantic attributes in an unsupervised manner.
– By injecting editing directions from the low-resolution 3D-aware GAN into
the high-resolution 2D StyleGAN, we achieve a 3D controllable generator
which is capable of explicit control over pose and 3D consistent editing.
– Our method is directly compatible with various well-studied 2D StyleGANbased techniques such as inversion, editing or stylization.
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Related Work

Pose-disentangled GANs. The remarkable advances have been achieved in
photorealism by state-of-the-art GAN models [25,6,28,29,27]. However, pose control by image generators has been limited due to a lack of 3D understanding in
the synthesizing process. Thereby, several works have attempted to disentangle
the pose information from other attributes in 2D GANs. The disentanglement
has been achieved by leveraging supervision such as 3DMM [12,58,57,62], landmark [21], synthetic images from 3D engine [30] or pose detector [53]. A few
unsupervised approaches without 3D supervision [37,38] have been proposed by
disentangling pose with implicit 3D feature projection, but they allow only implicit 3D control and show blurry results. Recently, a few methods [52,42] have
incorporated a pre-trained StyleGAN with a differentiable renderer, but they
struggle with photorealism, high-resolution [42] and real image editing [52].
Interpretabilty and controllabiltiy of GAN. The well-trained 2D GANs,
such as StyleGAN [28,29] have shown capable of disentangling the latent space.
Recent works [50,17,3,40,51,61,43] have demonstrated semantic manipulation,
especially for facial attributes, by analyzing the manifold and finding meaningful direction or mapping. Combining with GAN inversion [1,67,2,47,59,48,4,5],
the applications of 2D GANs have been extended to real image editing. Alternatively, there have been studies [10,24,32,22] that discover and disentangle
latent embeddings into interpretable dimensions during training of the generator.
EigenGAN [19] that inspired our approach has demonstrated interpretable latent
dimensions by designing layer-wise subspace embedding. However, both types of
methods support implicit control over the discovered semantics. In the case of
a pose that can be defined with camera parameters, these methods struggle to
synthesize explicit novel view elaborately. Of course, the implicit methods can
eventually create the desired pose through manual and iterative adjustment, but
this is not an ideal situation. We can obtain a frontalized image automatically
with some latent-based methods [50,31,47], but not for arbitrary target pose.
Recently, Chen et al. [9] have introduced a generator allowing explicit control
over pose, but it requires 3D mesh for pre-training process.
3D-aware GANs. Beyond the disentanglement of pose information, many efforts have been made to obtain 3D-awareness in generation. Earlier methods
have adopted several explicit 3D representations in 2D image generation such
as voxel [68,35,20,14] or mesh [33,56]. However, they suffer from a lack of visual
quality and limited resolution. Recently, approaches [49,8,39,16,66,7,13,41,60]
based on neural fields have made significant progress in photorealism and 3D
consistency. Nevertheless, these 3D-aware GANs have weakness in finding and
editing semantic attribute because their latent space has been rarely investigated.
Very recently, Sun et al. [55] have proposed an editable NeRF-GAN, but it does
not handle diverse semantic attributes and requires semantic maps as supervision. In addition, 3D GANs struggle with novel pose generation of real image
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Fig. 3: Overview of SURF-GAN generator. Interpretable dimensions are caputured in
layers with sub-modulation vectors. As like INR 3D-aware GANs, it takes position and
view direction as input and predicts view dependent color (c) and its density (σ).

despite their capability of multi-view consistency. Recently proposed EG3D [7]
has shown experiments of novel view synthesis and presented outstanding results, but it requires iterative optimization for latent code and fine-tuning of the
generator [48] for each target image.

3

Proposed method

In this section, we describe our method, by first introducing SURF-GAN in
detail and then by explaining a method to inject the prior of 3D SURF-GAN
into 2D StyleGAN. Note that the word “StyleGAN” denotes StyleGAN2 [29].
3.1

Towards controllable NeRF-GAN

Preliminaries: NeRF-GANs. Existing 2D GANs (e.g., StyleGAN [28,29])
synthesize output image directly with sampled latent vector. However, NeRFGANs [8,39,16,66] generate a radiance field [36] before rendering 2D image. Given
a position x ∈ R3 and a viewing direction v ∈ S2 , it predicts a volume density
σ(x) ∈ R+ and the view-dependent RGB color c(x, v) ∈ R3 of the input point.
The points are sampled from rays of camera, and then an image is rendered
into 2D grid with a classic volume rendering technique [23]. To produce diverse images, existing NeRF-GAN methods adopt StyleGAN-like modulation,
where some components in the implicit neural network, e.g., intermediate features [8,66] or weight matrices [16] are modulated by sampled noise passing
though a mapping network. Thereby, NeRF-GAN can control the pose by manipulating viewing direction v and change identity by injecting different noise
vector. Nevertheless, it is ambiguous how to interpret the latent space and how to
disentangle semantic attributes of NeRF-GAN for controllable image generation.
Learning layer-wise subspace in NeRF network. Inspired by EigenGAN [19],
we adopt a different strategy from the existing methods [8,66] those modulation is obtained by the mapping network consisting of several MLPs. EigenGAN
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learns interpretable subspaces in layers of its generator during training. However,
EigenGAN is typical 2D convolution-based GAN framework, thus its concept is
inapplicable to INR based NeRF-GAN. Therefore, we propose a novel framework (i.e., SURF-GAN), which captures the disentangled attributes in layers of
NeRF network. Fig. 3 shows the overview of SURF-GAN. The generator consists of t + 1 SURF blocks (t for shared layers and one for color layer). Following
π-GAN, SURF block adopts the feature-wise linear modulation (FiLM) [44] to
transform the intermediate features with frequencies γ i and phase shifts β i , and
followed SIREN activation [54]. SURF block in ith layer is formulated as
  \boldsymbol {\psi }_{i}=\text {SURF}_{i}\left ( \boldsymbol {\psi }_{i-1}, \boldsymbol {\phi }_{i}\right )=\sin \left ( \boldsymbol {\gamma }_{i} \cdot \left (\mathbf {W}_{i} \boldsymbol {\psi }_{i-1}+\mathbf {b}_{i}\right )+ \boldsymbol {\beta }_{i}\right )+ \boldsymbol {\psi }_{i-1}, 

(1)

where ψ i−1 and ϕi denote input feature and modulation of ith layer respectively. Wi and bi represent the weight matrix and followed bias. Unlike other
NeRF-GANs, we add skip connection [18] to prevent drastic change of modulation vectors in training. In the model, a subspace embedded in each layer
determines the modulation. Each subspace has orthogonal basis and it can be
updated during training. The basis are learned to capture semantic modulation.
Concretely, in the case of ith layer, a specific subspace determines the modulation
of ith layer of NeRF network. It consists of learnable matrices, orthonormal basis
Ui = [ui1 , . . . , uiK ] and a diagonal matrix Di = diag (di1 , . . . , diK ). Each column
of Ui plays a role of sub-modulation and it is updated to discover a meaningful
direction that results in semantic change in image space. di1 , . . . , diK serve as
scaling factors of corresponding basis vectors ui1 , . . . , uiK . The latent zi ∈ RK
is set of K scalar control parameters, i.e.,
  \label {eq:eq2} \mathbf {z}_i = \left \{z_{ij} \in \mathbb {R} \mid z_{ij} \sim \mathcal {N}(0, 1), j=1, \ldots , K\right \}, 

(2)

where zij is a coefficient of sub-modulation dij uij . Hence, the modulation of ith
layer ϕi is decided by weighted summation of K sub-modulations with zi , i.e,
  \label {eq:eq3} \boldsymbol {\phi }_{i}=\mathbf {U}_{i} \mathbf {D}_{i} \mathbf {z}_{i}+ \boldsymbol {\mu }_{i}=\sum _{j=1}^{K} z_{ij}d_{ij}\mathbf {u}_{ij} + \boldsymbol {\mu }_{i}, 

(3)

where the marginal vector µi is employed to capture shifting bias. Finally, a simple affine transformation is applied to ϕi for matching dimension and obtaining
frequency γ i and phase shift β i . At training phase, SURF-GAN layers learn
variations of meaningful modulation controlled by randomly sampled z. Additionally, an input noise ϵ is also injected to capture the rest variations missed
by the layers. To improve the disentanglement of attributes and to prevent the
basis fall into a trivial solution, we adopt the regularization loss to guarantee
the column vectors of Ui to be orthogonal following EigenGAN, i.e.,
  \mathcal {L}_{\text {reg}} = \mathbb {E}_{i}[ \left \|\mathbf {U}_{i}^{\mathrm {T}} \mathbf {U}_{i}-\mathbf {I}\right \|_{1}]. 

(4)

Finally, output image is rendered by volume rendering technique [23]. At inference phase, we can control the discovered semantic attributes by manipulating
corresponding element in z. In addition, SURF-GAN enables explicit control
over pose using viewing direction v as like other NeRF-based models.
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Explicit control over pose with StyleGAN

In Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, we introduce a method to inject 3D perception and
attribute controllability of SURF-GAN into StyleGAN.
Leveraging 3D-aware SURF-GAN. The first step is to transform pretrained StyleGAN into a 3D controllable generator. We start with a question:
How can we make StyleGAN be capable of controlling over pose explicitly when
given arbitrary latent code? To this end, we utilize SURF-GAN as a pseudo
ground-truth generator. It provides three images, i.e., Is , Ic , It which denote
source, canonical, and target image respectively. Here, z is fixed in all images
but the view directions of Is and It are randomly sampled and Ic has canonical
view (i.e., v=[0, 0]). Therefore, we can exploit them as multi-view supervision
of the same identity. Afterwards, the images are embedded to W+ [1] space by
a GAN inversion encoder E, i.e, {ws , wc , wt } = {E(Is ), E(Ic ), E(It )}. Here, we
exploit the pre-trained pSp [47] encoder and it actually predicts the residual and
adds it to the mean latent vector, but we omit the notation for simplicity.
Mapping to a canonical latent vector. To handle arbitrary pose without
employing off-the-shelf 3D models, we need to build an additional process. To
this end, we propose a canonical latent mapper T , which converts an arbitrary
code to a canonical code in the latent space of StyleGAN. Here, the canonical
code implies being a canonical pose (frontal) in image space. T takes ws as input
and predicts its frontalized version ŵc = T (ws ) with the mapping function. In
order to train T , we exploit latent loss to minimize the difference between the
predicted ŵc and pseudo ground truth of canonical code wc , i.e.,
  \label {eq:eq} \mathcal {L}^{c}_{\text {w}} = \lVert {\mathbf {w}_c-T(\mathbf {w}_s)}\rVert _1. 

(5)

To guarantee plausible translation result in image space, we also adopt pixel-level
ℓ2 -loss and LPIPS loss [63] between two decoded images, i.e.,
  \mathcal {L}^{c}_{\text {I}} &= \lVert {I'_{c}-\hat {I}_{c}}\rVert ^2_2 \\ \mathcal {L}^{c}_{\text {LPIPS}} &= \lVert {F(I'_{c})-F(\hat {I}_{c})}\rVert ^2_2,
(7)
where Ic′ and Iˆc represent the decoded images from wc and ŵc respectively, and
F (·) denotes the perceptual feature extractor. Hence, the loss for canonical view
generation is formulated by
  \label {eq:eq9} \mathcal {L}^{\text {c}} = \lambda _{1}\mathcal {L}^{\text {c}}_{\text {w}} + \lambda _{2}\mathcal {L}^{\text {c}}_{\text {I}} + \lambda _{3}\mathcal {L}^{\text {c}}_{\text {LPIPS}}. 

(8)

Target view generation. Next, the canonical vector is converted to a target
latent vector according to given a target view vt = [α, β] as an additional input. Here, α and β stand for pitch and yaw respectively. The manipulation is
conducted in the latent space of StyleGAN by adding a pose vector which is obtained by a linear combination of pitch and yaw vectors (p and y, respectively)
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with vt as coefficients, i.e., ŵt = ŵc + LvtT , where L = [p y]. Therefore, we need
to find optimal solution of L which can represent an adequate 3D control over
pose. Although earlier studies [50,40] have shown successful interpolation results
with the linear manipulation, unfortunately, they have found sub-optimal solutions that just control the intended pose attribute implicitly rather than explicit
control over 3D camera. The interesting fact we observed is that the pose-related
attribute (e.g., yaw) is not uniquely determined by a single direction. Rather,
several orthogonal directions can have different effects on the same attribute.
For example, two orthogonal direction A and B both can affect yaw but work
differently. Based on this observation, we exploit several sub-direction vectors to
compensate marginal portion that is not captured by a single direction vector.
Our hypothesis is that the optimal direction that follows real geometry can be
obtained by a proper combination of the sub-direction vectors. Borrowing the
idea of basis in Sec. 3.1, we construct each of N learnable basis to obtain final
pose vectors for pitch and yaw respectively. Therefore, we optimize the matrices
P = [dp1 , . . . , dpN ] and Y = [dy1 , . . . , dyN ]. The process to obtain the target vector
can be described as,
  \label {eq:eq10} \hat {\mathbf {w}}_{t} = \hat {\mathbf {w}}_c + \sum _{i=1}^{N}(\alpha \cdot l^{p}_{i}\mathbf {d}^{p}_{i} + \beta \cdot l^{y}_{i}\mathbf {d}^{y}_{i}), 

(9)

where the lip and liy represent the learnable scalining factor deciding the importance of basis dpi and dyi respectively. To penalize finding redundant directions,
we add orthogonal regularization, i.e.,
  \mathcal {L}_{\text {reg}} = \left \|\mathbf {P}^{\mathrm {T}} \mathbf {P}-\mathbf {I}\right \|_{1} +\left \|\mathbf {Y}^{\mathrm {T}} \mathbf {Y}-\mathbf {I}\right \|_{1}. 

(10)

Similar to the canonical view generation, the model is penalized by the difference
of the latent codes (wt vs. ŵt ) and that of the corresponding decoded images (It′
vs. Iˆt ). In addition, we also utilize LPIPS loss. Therefore, the objective function
of target view generation is described as,
  \label {eq:eq12} \mathcal {L}^{\text {t}} = \lambda _{4}\mathcal {L}^{\text {t}}_{\text {w}} + \lambda _{5}\mathcal {L}^{\text {t}}_{\text {I}} + \lambda _{6}\mathcal {L}^{\text {t}}_{\text {LPIPS}} + \lambda _{7}\mathcal {L}_\text {reg}. 

(11)
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Finally, the full objective to train the proposed modules can be formulated as
L = Lc + Lt . After training, StyleGAN (G) becomes a 3D-controllable generator
(G3D ) with the proposed modules as illustrated in Fig. 4. We can achieve a high
quality image with intended pose by conditioning view as follow,
  I_{\mathbf {v}}=G_{3D}(\mathbf {w},\mathbf {v}_t) = G(\mathbf {w}+T(\mathbf {w})+\mathbf {L}\mathbf {v}_{t}^T), 

(12)

where Iv represents a generated image with target pose vt and w ∈ W+ is
duplicated version of 512-dimensional style vector in W which is obtained by
the mapping network in StyleGAN. Moreover, we can extend our method to
synthesize novel view of real images by combining with GAN inversion, i.e.,
  I^{t}_{\mathbf {v}} = G_{3D}(E(I^{s}),\mathbf {v}_{t}), 

(13)

where I s is an input source image in arbitrary view and Ivt denotes a generated
target image with target pose vt . Note that our method can handle arbitrary
images without exploiting off-the-shelf 3D models such as pose detectors or 3D
fitting models. In addition, it synthesizes output at once without an iterative
optimization process for overfitting latent code into an input portrait image.
3.3

Finding semantic direction with SURF-GAN

Beyond 3D perception, we can discover semantic directions in the latent space
of StyleGAN that can control facial attributes using SURF-GAN generated images. Such directions can be obtained by a simple vector arithmetic [46] with
two latent codes or several interpolated samples generated by SURF-GAN. Although our approach does not overwhelm state-of-the-art methods analyzing via
supervision, it would be a simple yet effective alternative that can provide poserobust editing directions. Of course, the discovery using SURF-GAN is one of
many applicable approaches and we can also utilize the existing semantic analysis methods [50,17,51] because our model is flexibly compatible with well-studied
StyleGAN-based techniques.

4

Experimental result

This section presents qualitative and quantitative comparisons with state-of-theart methods and analysis of our method. Additional experiments and discussions
not included in this paper can be found in the supplementary material.
4.1

Implementation

SURF-GAN. We use each of two datasets to train SURF-GAN, i.e., CelebA [34]
dataset and FFHQ [28] dataset. We set the number of sub-modulations in each
layer K= 6 (Eq. 2 and Eq. 3) and the number of modulated layers (SURF blocks)
is nine (∴ t = 8). The other settings are roughly the same with those of π-GAN.
More details can be found in the supplementary paper.
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Fig. 5: Discovered semantic attributes at different layers in SURF-GAN. We can manipulate the attributes (e.g., hair color, gender, etc.) with the control parameters as
well as explicit control over 3D camera. LiDj denotes the j th basis of the layer ith .

3D-controllable StyleGAN. For training of 3D controllable StyleGAN, we
exploit generated images by SURF-GAN trained with FFHQ because StyleGAN [29] and GAN inversion encoder [47] are pre-trained with FFHQ. We design the model to alter only the first four w vectors (i.e., 4×512) which have
been known to control pose [28,64]. We set the number of sub-direction N = 5
(Eq. 9). The hyper-parameter of the loss function (Eq. 8 and Eq. 11) are set to
λ1 ,λ4 =10, λ7 = 100, and 1.0 for the others.
4.2

Controllability of SURF-GAN

First, we present the attributes of CelebA discovered by SURF-GAN in Fig. 5. As
like other 3D-aware GANs [8,39,49,66,16,7], it can synthesis a view-conditioned
image, i.e., yaw and pitch can be controlled explicitly with input view direction
(top row). In contrast to other 3D NeRF-GANs, SURF-GAN can discover semantic attributes in different layers in an unsupervised manner. Additionally,
the discovered attributes can be manipulated by the corresponding control parameters. As shown in Fig. 5, different layers of SURF-GAN capture diverse
attributes such as gender, hair color, illumination, etc. Interestingly, we observe
the early layers capture high-level semantics (e.g., overall shape or gender) and
the rear layers focus fine details or texture (e.g., illumination or hue). This property is similar to that seen in 2D GANs even though SURF-GAN consists of
MLPs without convolutional layers. Additional discovered attributes, those of
FFHQ and the comparison with π-GAN, which is a pure NeRF-GAN as like
ours can be found in the supplementary material.
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison of the proposed 3D controllable StyleGAN with
other 3D controllable generative models. We use FID, pose accuracy, and frames per
second for evaluation. † denotes quoting from the original paper.
ConfigNet π-GAN CIPS-3D LiftedGAN Ours
FID (↓)
Pose err.(×10−2 ) (↓)
Frames/Sec. (↑)

33.41†
9.56
345

47.68
3.81
4

6.97†
9.12
22

29.81†
5.52
56

4.72
4.24
72

Fig. 6: Quantitative comparison of 3D-controllable models on identity preservation under different angles using the averaged cosine similarity from ArcFace [11].

4.3

Portrait image generation with 3D control

To evaluate the performance of the proposed 3D-controllable StyleGAN, we
report the qualitative and quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art models [30,8,66,52] whose generator allows explicit control over pose. Fig. 7 shows
synthesis results of each model for given target views. Here, the results are 2562
images generated by each method trained with FFHQ [28]. ConfigNet reveals
lack of visual quality and weakness in large pose changes. π-GAN shows the
accurate geometry because its generator consists of pure NeRF layers, but this
property also results in some degenerated visual quality. CIPS-3D presents improved visual quality by adopting followed 2D INR network, but it suffers from
3D inaccuracy in specific poses. LiftedGAN generates reasonable outputs according to target views by utilizing differentiable renderer, but it lacks photorealism.
Our method generates photorealistic images and shows plausible control over
pose and multi-view consistency. We also report the quantitative comparisons of
the models in Table. 1 and Fig. 6. We use FID score, pose accuracy estimated by
3D model [69], frames per second, and identity similarity [11] as evaluation metrics. Compared to 3D-aware models, our method achieves a competitive score on
pose accuracy and delivers superior results in efficiency, visual quality, and multiview consistency. Although 2D-based ConfigNet shows overwhelming efficiency,
it struggles with multi-view consistency and photorealism.
4.4

Novel view synthesis of real image

By utilizing GAN inversion method, our method can perform novel view synthesis from a single portrait. Here, we use pSp [47] encoder for the inversion.
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Fig. 7: Qualitative results of 3D-controllable generative models under target poses.
3D supervision for
novel-view synthesis

Input

Annotated synthetic data (T)

ConfigNet

ConfigNet
+ optimization

3D fitting model (T, I)

Pose detector (I)

R&R

𝝅-GAN
+ optimization

None

pSp-FF

Ours

Fig. 8: Face frontalization results by the methods that can edit the pose of real image.
Upper row denotes 3D supervision of each method for training (T) and inference (I).

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the canonical mapper, we firstly present the
frontalization results in Fig. 8, which is a special case of novel pose synthesis.
We mark the 3D supervision in training and inference for each method. Here,
pSp-FF denotes the frontalization-only version of pSp [47]. Our method successfully generates a canonical view while preserving the identity. Next, we further
compare the novel view synthesis results of each model. ConfigNet and π-GAN
with optimizing latent code through iterative manner for overfitting to single
test image show inferior results, especially in large pose variation. Rotate-andRender (R&R) [65] presents reasonable results by exploiting off-the-shelf 3D
fitting models [69] in the generation process. However, R&R loses some fine details of properties of the original, such as hair or background. Our models can
edit pose successfully while preserving identity even though it does not require
off-the-shelf 3D models and additional optimization for overfitting to an input.
It is also demonstrated by the quantitative results in Fig. 9 which reports the
averaged cosine similarity between input image and outputs at given various
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Fig. 9: Quantitative results of novel view synthesis models. We compute identity simi-
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larity between input and synthesized images using ArcFace (left) and runtime (right).
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Fig. 10: Results of novel view synthesis under various target poses using CelebA-HQ.

angles using ArcFace [11] and runtime of each method to process a single image.

4.5

Semantic attribute manipulation under conditioned poses

Fig. 11 presents the results of semantic attribute editing with pose control by
3D-controllable StyleGAN. The upper row stands for controllable generation (a)
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Controllable
generation (a)
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Input

Input

Input

Real domain
Stylized

Real domain
Stylized

pSp inversion

Input
pSp inversion

Fig. 11: Editing both attributes and view direction by 3D-controllable StyleGAN.

Fig. 12: Explicit 3D control over real and stylized images.

and the lower represents real image editing (b). The presented attributes, i.e.,
skin color, hue, hair color, and bangs are those discovered by SURF-GAN.
4.6

Applications

Our model can be flexibly integrated with other methods that also exploit pretrained StyleGAN. Beyond the real image domain, we present a novel view synthesis of the stylized images such as toon or painting in Fig. 12. We use a
interpolated StyleGAN proposed by Pinkney and Alder [45] for toonifying and
a transferred StyleGAN trained with MetFace [26] for painting-style outputs.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we solved the problems of 3D-aware GANs and 2D GANs by introducing SURF-GAN and 3D-controllable StyleGAN. Unlike other 3D-aware
GANs, SURF-GAN can discover meaningful semantics and control them in an
unsupervised manner. Using SURF-GAN, we convert StyleGAN to be explicitly
3D-controllable and it delivers outstanding results in both random image generation and novel view synthesis of real image. In addition, our method has the
potential to be flexibly combined with other methods. We expect our work will
be used practically and effectively in various tasks and hope it will open up a
new direction in 3D-aware generation and editing fields.
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